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Thich Thien Son <thichthienson@googlemail.com>

1 Nachricht
Hue Chuyen <huechuyen@googlemail.com>

17. Juli 2010 10:04

An: Thich Thien Son <thichthienson@googlemail.com>
Dear Thay,
Last night H u e _ came into my room and told me that he had spoken with Ajahn Brahm and told him
"everything" .

_s

He then told me that he had multiple times "blew your dick" when he was 12 years old and that 11 year old Hue An
was present at the time as well. He then mentioned getting SMS's from a current "boyfriend" of yours from when
you borrowed Hue
phone.
So, this brings up two separate issues:
1. Ajahn Brahm told Hue _ t h a t if this was Australia (where he is in charge of the Sang ha) then he would call
the police. Since we are here he told Hue _
that he won't do/say anything unless H u e _ wants him to. He
was understanding about the issue and said that you are not "all bad". So in summary, Ajahn Brahm won't speak
about this openly but now he knows for certain and this may have future effects.
2. Only myself and Hue Trieu now know about Hue _ ' s relations with you but we (and Hue
) want this to
be discussed by the Sangha. This issue is still actually unresolved amongst us and until it is completely finished our
Sangha will never really be able to grow and this pressure will remain on us until we break, resign, or leave. We
thought the best way to solve this would be with the Sangha, you, and Hans Peter as a 3rd party. If it is just you
and the Sangha it becomes some kind of tug between your explanations and ours, but with a third party the
information can be objectively sorted out. Also, this way we can tell Ajahn Brahm we are solving it internally
between us and you and a therapist (maybe this would allow him to let the issue go). This is really exploding fast
so I would suggest that we do it on Tuesday if possible.
After speaking with H u e _ and Hue Trieu seperately, I want you to know that neither one is madlblaming you
(Hue_said he actually really likes, Hue Trieu said although you seem to have an issue you are still a Master
and have much to teach on other levels). It seems that the whole Sang ha needs a chance to dump everything out
and look at it with honesty and openness. If some people end up leaving because of this, for myself, it would be
better to have them leave with clarity then to have people staying (like now) and not really being able to trust and
have faith and put their hearts into what they are doing.
For myself I feel very hurt and disappointed by this. Hue Gioi and Hue Phap it could be reasoned off as Zen work
but for a 12 year old, who was not previously sexual abused, the idea that it is about therapy does not anymore fit.
Also that Hue An was there is really hard for me to hear becuase I think that we created in others the same kind of
trauma that we are working to help others heal. It also just feels unfair that we work so hard and put such energy
into everything we do for this center, for Phat Hue, and honestly for you, and to have it all crash apart again
because of this. That AGAIN there was information you didn't tell us and AGAIN you said you would be stop but
keep going.
We don't want to run away from this anymore and we don't want to push it down. As honestly as I can say from my
heart, really solving this issue is the Sangha's biggest blockage and if it is transformed it could be the cause for the
Sangha finally able to feel lightness and be together.
I don't know how you feel about any of this or how you will respond, I can only say that ALL OF US deep inside,
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'- only wish for a loving and happy community here together and it seems that facing our darkness is the way to our
light.
Sincerely,
Hue Chuyen

Brother Hue Chuyen
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